Quarterly Performance Report
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Programme
Discharge of statutory functions
Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Regulatory performance
Oversight

Oversight

Oversight

Oversight

Carry out and publish annual
performance assessment
Carry out and publish annual
performance assessment

Mar

Key points
Oversight

•

Regulatory performance: The annual assessment process began
in Q2, with requests for information issued on 30 September 2021
and responses due by 29 October 2021.

•

Well-led reviews: Our two reviews under the ‘Well-led’ standard
were published in Q2. The review of the Bar Standards Board was
published on 1 July 2021 and the review of the Faculty Office was
published on 30 September 2021.

•

Statutory decisions: Q2 has been a busy period for statutory
decisions. We have reprioritised resources elsewhere in the
organisation to support this work. See page 7 for more information
on statutory decisions.

Oversight

RP: WL Reviews BSB & FO
Publish thematic review
outcomes

Statutory decisions

Background
Programme/project
milestone from business plan
activity schedule
latest planned milestone
R C
RC
RC
Significant issues affecting the project, including if delivery is at risk
Issues affecting the project but delivery not at risk
Project is running according to plan
R

Indicates resourcing issue

C

Indicates change request, such as to project deliverables

Programme
Policy and research projects (slide 1 of 4)
Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Diversity and inclusion
Evidence gathering

Review of outcome framework

Stakeholder engagement

Evidence gathering

Review of outcome framework

Stakeholder engagement

Consumer empowerment
Establish governance for delivery
of CMA recommendations
Analyse responses to discussion
paper on quality indicators
Establish governance for delivery
of CMA recommendations
Analyse responses to discussion
paper on quality indicators

Publish response to discussion
paper on quality indicators
Consultation on statutory policy
statement
Publish response to discussion
paper on quality indicators
Pre-consultation engagement

Consultation on revised
policy/guidance
Consultation on revised
policy/guidance

Consultation analysis
Publish statutory policy
statement

Ongoing oversight

Consultation on statutory policy
statement

Consultation analysis
Publish statutory policy
statement

Technology and innovation
Develop approach to data
standards work

Develop approach to data
standards work

Key points
• Diversity and inclusion: Following the publication in Q1 of the
independent research report, we extended the time spent on
scoping the next phase this work. The next phase was agreed in Q2
and we are working with our stakeholders, including on a joint
regulators statement on diversity, inclusion and disciplinary
sanctions.
• Consumer empowerment: On 22 July 2021, we published our
response to submissions received on our quality indicators
discussion paper. On 15 September 2021, we published a
consultation on a draft policy statement. The consultation closes on
8 December 2021.
• Technology and innovation: We are about to commence our social
acceptability research with the public panel. We decided to shift the
publication of the guidance/best practice for regulatory sandboxes
from Q2 to Q4 to align with the timing of sector-wide initiatives.
Specifically, this would mean publishing after the LawtechUK
Sandbox and with the Regulatory Response Unit running again,
providing us with more evidence to develop the guidance/best
practice.

Background
Publish findings on data
Publish guidance/best practice
Publish findings from Public Panel
standards work
for regulatory sandboxes
Commission research with Public research on social acceptability
Analysis of findings on open data
Panel on social acceptability
Publish findings on data
Publish guidance/best practice
standards work
for regulatory sandboxes
Analysis of findings on open data
Commission research with Public Publish findings from Public Panel
research on social acceptability
Panel on social acceptability

Programme/project
milestone from business plan
activity schedule
latest planned milestone
R C
RC
RC
Significant issues affecting the project, including if delivery is at risk
Issues affecting the project but delivery not at risk
Project is running according to plan
R

Indicates resourcing issue

C

Indicates change request, such as to project deliverables

Programme
Policy and research projects (slide 2 of 4)
Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Ongoing competence
Stakeholder engagement

Stakeholder engagement

Consultation on policy options

Stakeholder engagement

Stakeholder engagement

Consultation on policy options

Analysis and publish policy
statement
Analysis

Regulatory performance framework review
Scoping

Stakeholder engagement

Stakeholder engagement

Scoping

Stakeholder engagement

Stakeholder engagement

Review of process for alterations to regulatory arrangements
Consultation
Analyse responses
Consultation
Analyse responses
R

Publish new rules and guidance
Publish new rules and guidance
R

Consultation on revised
performance framework
Consultation on revised
performance framework

Key points
• Ongoing competence: On 9 July 2021, we published research on
the importance the public places on lawyers having the right
knowledge, up to date skills and attributes to provide good quality
legal services. We also undertook a period of stakeholder
engagement in Q2 and held a discussion event on 13 October
2021. A consultation on policy options is planned for Q3.
• Regulatory performance framework review: The scoping of this
work was completed in early Q2 after being slightly delayed. It is
now back on track
• Review of process for alterations to regulatory arrangements: The
consultation on new rules and guidance was published on 15 June
2021 and closed on 30 July 2021. Responses to the consultation
were analysed in Q2. Publication of the final rules and guidance has
been delayed slightly as the resource for this project was
reprioritised to our statutory decisions programme, which is
experiencing a busy period. We still expect to publish new rules and
guidance in Q3.

Background
Programme/project
milestone from business plan
activity schedule
latest planned milestone
R C
RC
RC
Significant issues affecting the project, including if delivery is at risk
Issues affecting the project but delivery not at risk
Project is running according to plan
R

Indicates resourcing issue

C

Indicates change request, such as to project deliverables

Programme
Policy and research projects (slide 3 of 4)
Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Scope of regulation
Scope and design of
mapping research
Scope and design of
mapping research

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Key points

Legal expenses insurance
Publish findings of
Public Panel research
Publish findings of
Public Panel research

Evidence gathering

Evidence gathering

Publish findings

Evidence gathering

Evidence gathering

Publish findings

• Legal expenses insurance: On 14 July 2021, we published research
on consumers’ perceived need for legal expenses insurance and
what might encourage or discourage them from taking out legal
expenses insurance policies. We will be publishing a mystery
shopping report and key asks document in Q3.

Stakeholder event
Stakeholder event

• Scope of regulation: Evidence gathering was delayed in Q2 as we
encountered difficulties recruiting a fixed-term researcher to support
this work. The researcher is now in post to progress this.

• Legal support for small businesses: There have been some delays
in receiving the final data set from the researchers. We are still
aiming to publish the research in Q3.

Publish mystery shopping report
and key asks document

• People in vulnerable circumstances: We scoped this work in Q2 and
will soon be commissioning public panel research on consumer
vulnerability.

Legal support for small business
Commission research
Commission research

Undertake fieldwork
Undertake fieldwork

Analyse data and publish findings
Analyse data and publish findings

Identify policy proposals
Identify policy proposals

People in vulnerable circumstances
Develop approach
Develop approach

Commission research,
data collection
Commission research,
data collection

• Policy framework assessment: We undertook a review of our
existing policy framework in Q2. The findings from this will inform
our business planning work for next year.

Background
Analysis and publish findings
Analysis and publish findings

Programme/project
milestone from business plan
activity schedule
latest planned milestone
R C
RC
RC
Significant issues affecting the project, including if delivery is at risk

Policy framework assessment
Internal review of existing policy
framework
Internal review of existing policy
framework

Issues affecting the project but delivery not at risk
Project is running according to plan
R

Indicates resourcing issue

C

Indicates change request, such as to project deliverables

Programme
Policy and research projects (slide 4 of 4)
Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Professional indemnity insurance scoping

Key points
Research and engagement

Publish research
Produce scoping document for PII
project

• Professional indemnity insurance scoping: Late in Q2 we
commenced scoping a professional indemnity insurance project. In
Q3, we plan to gather claims data and meet with stakeholders.
• Annual conference: In October 2021 we commenced planning for
an annual conference to be held next year. The purpose of the
conference is to advance the strategic aims set out in the sectorwide strategy we published last year, focusing on collaboration
across those involved in legal services.

Annual conference
Planning and research

Promote and confirm content

Background
Programme/project
milestone from business plan
activity schedule
latest planned milestone
R C
RC
RC
Significant issues affecting the project, including if delivery is at risk
Issues affecting the project but delivery not at risk
Project is running according to plan
R

Indicates resourcing issue

C

Indicates change request, such as to project deliverables

